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PART 2: Review Comments

Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer,
correct the manuscript and highlight that part in
the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors
should write his/her feedback here)

CompulsoryREVISION comments The justification in the introduction was poorly done and has to be
rewritten. The objective outlined is different from what you carried
out. In your objective also you said it was a review you were doing
while you carried out an experimental study.
In the materials and methods, you were trying to make short
sentences on each of the chemicals you used. This should have been
done in your introduction, while in at this stage you start whether
they were analytical or commercial grade. You said albino mice was
used , but later in your animal treatment schedule you said rats.
Which one did you actually use for this work?

You didn’t state if you used any statistical method to analyse your
result. It appeared you just gave us your raw result in those tables.
You must subject this result to statistics before stating that any of
them was statistically significant or not.

The results and discussion was disjointed. You made several
blanket statements that you work didn’t address e.g lambda-
cyhalothrin in male rats with different doses had no effect on
fertility, but sexual competence was seriously impaired in male rats.
Did you evaluate for fertility or sexual competence? You didn’t
discuss you result throughout instead you were discussing in details
what some other authors did. You need to state clearly what you got
and not discussing other authors’ findings as if they were your
findings.

The whole of your results and discussion has to be rewritten
because you didn’t dwell on your findings but instead took so much
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time and space explaining other peoples work which were not
really relevant to this study.

Your conclusion and recommendation were clearly beyond the
scope of your work. You need to limit you conclusion to this study.

The tables were not explanatory. It appeared you just gave us raw
values that were not subjected to statistics. I expect you to express
them as mean ± S.E.M. You used about 80 mice or rats, but didn’t see
you put this number into use on you table (n = ?).

The photomicrographs are not self-explanatory. For each you need
to state the exact abnormality you are trying to depict or the exact
aberration.
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Minor REVISIONcomments There were several grammatical flaws in the write out. In the abstract,some statements you made need not to be there. Example, the later partof your objective were you said “with a view of possible extrapolation ofthe findings to man, as the processes and regulation of male reproductionare highly conserved in mammals”.  “data suggest a potential associationbetween exposures to tested used pesticides and decreased spermquality”. Did you test foe association? If yes what statistical test did youemploy for that?The concluding part of the abstract is not related to this work. It makesno academic sense to your work.The methodologies for some of what you did were not clear. Example 2.4.sampling, you need to recast the sentences.In consistency in your referencing in the write up.Several spelling errors and in complete sentences that are hanging.
Optional/Generalcomments The write up was poorly written there were several areas where I mightsay he copied directly from some other works. How can one be doing andexperimental work and then stating in his objective that it was a review?How can he be confusing one by stating he used mice but was referring torats throughout the write up? So many statements that were outside thescope of this study were made by the author.You didn’t state if you had ethical clearance for this number of animalsyou used for the work. You didn’t also state if you euthanized these miceor rats ? You didn’t also state anywhere if animal care guideline andwelfare were observed in this study.
Note: Anonymous Reviewer


